straw bow in horizontal position
(stretched 1.85mm from assembled length)
straw bow in side position
(stretched 1.85 mm from assembled length)

offset from nominal [mm]

position along straw [mm]
straw bow in vertical position
(stretched 1.85 mm from assembled length)
straw bow in side position, flipped to other side
(stretched 1.85 mm from assembled length)
Straw position side-horizontal orientation

Position along straw [mm]

Side-horizontal [mm]

STRAW SAG

straw 1
straw 5
straw 8
straw 12
straw 16
Straw position side flipped - horizontal orientation

Position along straw [mm]

side flipped - horizontal [mm] STRAW SAG

straw 1
straw 5
straw 8
straw 12
straw 16